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Durcon Solid Phenolic Compact
10-YEAR WARRANTY

Resopal GmbH (hereinafter referred to as the “warrantor”) guarantees as a reseller of the product the fol-
lowing properties of Durcon Solid Phenolic Compact (hereinafter referred to as the “Durcon SPC”) panels 
in accordance with this warranty certificate for the period of ten years commencing with their delivery by 
the warrantor to the first purchaser of the Durcon SPC boards (hereinafter referred to as the “warrantee”):

1. Colour stability, resistance to chemicals, impact and fracture, mechanical and other technical  
	 specifications	in	the	product	data	sheets	

 Durcon SPC is a Compact Laminate according to EN 438 part 4, with an improved resistance   
 against specific chemicals. It displays the properties and meets the requirements of SEFA3 as 
 per the Durcon SPC product data sheet as published on www.durcon.com in the version appli- 
 cable at the time of delivery. This warranty does not cover supplementary contractual agree  
 ments concerning material properties.

2. Cleaning and care

 Durcon SPC panels do not require any special care. Lightly soiled panels can be cleaned with   
 water and more severe contamination must only be removed with a soap and detergent   
 solution. See also cleaning recommendations in the product data sheet published on 
 www.durcon.com. Cleaning agents with scouring components, paint thinners, white spirit and  
 similar items should not be used. Failure to comply with this requirement will void the warranty. 

3. Scope of the warranty

 If the guaranteed properties are not fulfilled during the warranty period, the warrantor may   
 rectify the defect at its discretion either by means of a one-off free replacement delivery free site  
 of the Durcon SPC panels which failed to comply with the guaranteed properties or by paying  
 compensation. This compensation is based on the net purchase price paid by the warrantee to  
 the warrantor for the Durcon SPC panels which failed to comply with the guaranteed properties.  
 The maximum compensation sum is € 500,000.00. Should the warrantor perform the warranty  
 by means of free delivery, the warranty period does not start to run again, the warranty shall ex- 
 pire for the newly delivered Durcon SPC panels by the date of delivery. Should the warrantor  
 elect to pay compensation, the warranty for the Durcon SPC panels for which the payment is   
 effected shall expire on receipt of the payment.

 No further warranty claims are permitted. In particular, the warranty does not extend to the 
 reimbursement of installation and removal costs or compensation for any other indirect or 
 direct  losses.
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4. Prerequisites for performance of the warranty

 Prerequisites for the performance of this warranty are compliance with the applicable proces-
 sing regulations for Durcon SPC as published on www.durcon.com, correct storage, transport,  
 application and handling, observance of the pertinent construction regulations and immediate  
 notification of the type and scope of the defects discovered during the warranty period by the  
 warrantee to the warrantor. The duties of inspecting the goods and reporting defects owed   
 under sections § 377, 381 HGB shall apply accordingly. In addition, a warranty claim is not valid  
 unless the purchase price for the Durcon SPC panels has been settled in full and the warrantee  
 submits the purchase and delivery documents when reporting a warranty case. The assertion of  
 a warranty claim is excluded if and insofar as the damages are covered by an insurance policy 
 taken out by the warrantee for the relevant risk. The claim arising out of this warranty shall be   
 subject to limitation of time of 1 year, calculated from the date that the defects were discovered 
 by the warrantee.

5. Statutory warranty claims

 This warranty does not affect any statutory warranty claims available to the warrantee.

6. Applicable law and place of jurisdiction

 This warranty certificate is subject to German Federal law. The validity of UN Commercial Law   
 is hereby excluded. The exclusive place of jurisdiction for all disputes resulting from the warranty 
 is the headquarters of the warrantor.


